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Feminism

Christine Delphy
translated by Diana Leonard
The first issue of Feminist Review (January 1979) contained a review of my
work ('Christine Delphy: Towards a Materialist Feminism?') by two English
sociologists Michele Barrettand MaryMcIntosh. I delayed writing a reply to it
because I felt it was a full-scaleattack not only on my ideas, but also (see the
title of the article) on me as an individual.I was finally promptedto produce the
first draft of my answer by various friends who were organizing a Radical
Feminist Day School at the White Lion Free School in London in April. This
paper, called 'From Superstructureto Superstructure;or How to Run Round in
CirclesWhile Staying in the Same Place', I have now developed after discussion
into this presentarticle.
I have sought to suggest the various ways in which Barrett and McIntoshmisrepresentwhat I have written and to suggestwhat I think should be the concerns
of feminist criticism. More importantly, I have tried to make clear how they
fundamentally misconceive Marxism, and in the process to expose the widespread theoretical schizophrenia of the left on the subject of women's
oppression. The contradictory analyses they produce are due to a desperate
desire to conttnue to exempt men from responsibility for the oppression of
women.
Let me deal first with some of the many distortions of my work in Barrettand
McIntosh's paper. I believe the duty to be honest in criticism is particularly
imperative when you are using, as they are, not only articles which have been
translatedand are thus availableto an Englishspeakingpublic, but also untranslated texts. In the latter case there is a greaterobligation to be be scrupulousin
the account one gives, and it is surprisingthat Barrettand McIntoshdo not seem
to have realizedthis. If, as I shall argue,manyof their distortionsare attributable
to the fact that their theoretical-politicalposition preventsthem understanding
my work, others are inexplicable and, unfortunately, seem to indicate a certain
degreeof ill-will.
For instance, they make only one referenceto an untranslatedpapercalled 'Nos
amis et nous: les fondements caches de quelques discours pseudo-feministes'
(Delphy, 1977). The section they refer to concerns the question of how hatred
of women can paradeas love for ffie workers. It deals with the real motives, as
opposed to the reasons usually put forward, for making sbcalled 'bourgeois'
women seem a threat to the women's movement. (These motives are sharedby
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men and women, but they have different causes and effects since hatred of
women is self-hatredin the case of women.) One particularsentence meJntions
the wives of prominentmen and readsas follows:
An obvious example of the mythical characterof the 'bourgeoisthreat'is
given by the fact that the only concrete reference consists in a horrified
evocation of Mme Pompidou . . . who doesn't constitute a categoryin her
own right and who has anyway never shown the slightest interest in joining
the movement,let alone in subvertingits revolutionarygoals . . . It is therefore clear. . . that she, like Jackie Kennedy in the USA at the same time
. . . were used as symbols (Delphy 1977:36-37).
Of this they say: '(Delphy) roundly defends her solidaritywith the wives of prominent men.' Frankly, I do not see how these sentences can be interpretedin
this way. And, more to the point, I wollld have thought that if they mention
the article at all, they should at least have mentioned its main thenle, a theme
which is not only not that of 'defending my solidaritywith the wives of prominent men', lzut which actuallygoes a long way beyond the isolated discussionof
the use of 'bourgeois women' as symbols and is in fact very relevant to the
debate with me which they are undertaking.
I am also astonished that they reproachme for not having mentioned in 'The
Main Enemy', which appeared in 1970, an article by Jean Gardiner which
appeared four years later (a fact they recognise while still continuing the
reproach). It would have been more normal to have asked Gardinerand the
other participantsin the debate on domestic labour why they did not mention
'The Main Enemy', which had appearedin English by the time when they were
utriting( 1974).1
In saying that:
although preparedto debate strategy with the socialist feminist Daniele
LEger,she is not preparedto discuss in detail the intellectual foundations
of her political position with those Marxist feminists who have offered
alternativeanalyses,
they insinuate that I refuse to discuss my position and, further, that I fear a
debate for which I am not theoretically well-enoughequipped. Moreover,they
introduce here a distinction between 'Marxistfeminist' and socialist feminist'although later on they use the two termsas equivalents-and suggesta hierare;ny
between the two. They seem to say that some speakersare more valuable than
others: some can talk about the 'intellectual foundations' while others are restricted to 'strategy'.
On the one hand, I do not recognize this type of dichotomy as a matter of
principle. It is profoundlyrepugnantto me. On the other hand, these reproaches
are factually false. I have debated severaltimes, and publicly, with Jean Gardiner
between 1974 and 1979. I invited her to an Anglo-French sesninar on the
domestic mode of production coKrganized by Diana Leonard and myself in
1975; and as recently as March 1979 she spoke at a seminar which I gave at
Bradford.2As to the 'alternativeMarxistanalyses'whose existence Barrett and
McIntosh affirm without one actual citation, doubtless, like me, they do not
know where to find them; unless of course they mean the debate on domestic
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labour? If so, a critique of that was alreadycontained in 'The MainEnemy' and
I also discussedit againin my debate with Danielle Lieger(Delphy 1976c).
More serious is the suggestion that I keep low company: that I do not talk with
my equals. To insinuate this, Barrett and McIntosh demote I;teger,temporarily
and to suit the case, to the level of simple 'socialist feminist' (in opposition to
full 'Marxistfeminist') and our discussionis qualifiedas 'strategic'as opposed to
'intellectual'.This qualificationis inaccuratesince the debate with L'egeris concerned with the overall conceptions which inform our respective political
choices, and is not principally about strategy. What our debate makes clear is
precisely that a strategicposition always derivesfrom an analysis,whetherthis is
explicit or implicit; and that however converselyan analysisis always tied to a
'strategic'position.
Still more disquietingthan this incorrect distinction between analysisand strategy, however, is the correspondinghierarchywhich Barrett and McIntosh try to
establish between people: between the activists(the practitioners)and the theb
reticians. The latter apparentlyneed only talk among themselves. Above all, it
seems that the latter cannot be the same people as the former;and the former
cannot be the latter.
This division between theory and practice, so contrary to the principlesof the
women's movement?is also, and chiefly, the means to the establishmentof a
hierarchybetween militants: one group makingtheory, in a vacuum,the others
listening and putting it into practice.This divisionfeeds-alas-the anti-intellectualism of many feminist activists, who refuse all theory without realizingthat,
for better or worse, their practicealwaysincorporatesa theory, whetherexplicit
or not. Their mistrust is understandablewhen those who theorize assure the
others that theory has nothing to do with practice.
I'he greaterresponsibilityhere must lie with the intellectuals, for their practice
of making theory into the privatehunting groundof the elite explainsandjustifies the anti-intellectualismof the others. The non-intellectuals,since they want
to make the revolution, are right to defend themselves from a 'theory' which is
presented to them as a means of domination. But they are wrong to abdicate
when faced with the pretentions of this self-designated'elite. Those who day
after day create campaignsand slogans do not call these 'theory'-and would be
confirmed in this by Barrett and McIntoshwho want to keep 'theory' as their
specific and superior practice. Nonetheless, there is more theory in one single
spontaneous slogan fronl the movement (and we could take whicheverone is to
hand; let's say 'a woman without a man is like a fish without a bicycle') than in
many so-called theoretical articles. The way in which Feminist Review opposes
'theory' and 'instant politics' in its first editorial, and distruststhe latter, is not
only false, for such a thing as 'instant politics' simply does not exist, but it is
also 'elitistand reactionaryin general and in particular,since it is in total opposition to the founding principles of the new feminism which says that any
woman has as much to say about the situation of women as any other. This
principle, one of the many aspects of the profound and profoundly revolutionary slogan 'the personalis political', whose theoretical implicationswe have not
yet completely explored, is not demagogy:it is the recognitionand affirmation
that revolt comes from oppression, from all oppression, and from nothing but
oppression.
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This is why we-for here I representnot just myself but the feminist group to
which I belong and which publishes the journal Questions fEministes-say that
(Questions fEministes, No 1, 1977):
theoretical too often denotes inaccessible articles, the endowment of a
social elite. Theoreticalis tantamountto incomprehensibility. . .Weseek to
break this equation. Our aim is to restorethe true meaningto theory and,
at the same time, to make it everyone's concern,to let everyone not only
consume it but also produce it. For whatever their language,all accounts
are theoretical which try to explain the causes and the f1lnctioning, the
why and the how, of the oppression of women . . . all accounts which try
to draw political conclusions and which propose a strategy or a tactic to
the feminist movement .
We see ourselvesas 'privileginga political definition of theory' becausea definition which distinguishesthe two, and above all a defirlitionwhich opposes the
two, is reactionary.
The distinction between the political and the theoretical is orlly one of the
aspects of a broaderposition of Barrett and McIntosh:a position from whence
they voice their critique, and which I personally feel is itself eminently to be
criticized. In fact I think that there is a link between the variouscriticismsthey
have made of me scatteredthroughouttheir article:
-between the one I havejust been talkingabout, when they say that only
three of my articles are 'theoretical' ('The Main Enemy' (1970 and 1977),
'Continuities and Discontinuities in Marriageand Divorce' (1976a), and 'Les
femmes danslesvetudesde stratificationsociale' (1974 axld1979)), while the rest
are either 'empirical' ('Consumption and the Family' (1974 and 1979)) or
'polemical'(all the others);
-their contention that my polemics are directed against 'enemies found
within the women's movementitself;
-and finally their untiring questioning of my ri«t to use a Marxistvocabulary or conceptualframework:
She uses a modified form of Marxistvocabulary, consistently blurringits
potential precision (for example she argues that women are a class, but
also that they are a caste and a status group).
...'The Main Enemy' hinges on the Marxist terms 'exploitation' and
'mode of production'she does not define these terms . . . uses them where
convenient and substitutes sociological terminology where that is more
convenient.
. . . adopts the vocabulary of a mechanistic and discredited position in
Marxistthought. . .
. . . nor does she refer to Marx'sown work on modes of production, on the
transition to capitalism,or on the conditions under which separatemodes
of productionmay coexist in a social formation.
Delphy has . . . written that . . . technical concepts cannot be abstracted
from their 'reactionarycontext', yet she attempts preciselythis in her use
of Marxism.
she couches her analysis in terms of modes and relations of production,
use values and exchange values and so on, and her political hostility to
Marxism is such that she suggests that the position taken by socialist-
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feminists in ie women's movement reflects a theory which has been
'elaboratedby left-wlng men as a "revolutionary"rationalizationof their
interestsas men5.
Delphy sees no need to addressthis debate. . . [about ideology]
Delphy extncates herself from a difficult conceptual corner by inserting
a sociological term (status) into her argument,thereby evadingthe theb
retical consequencesof the Marxistvocabularythat she has borrowed.
I could obviously reply to these criticssmspoint by point on the level of facts
and say, for example, that my article on family consumption which they call
empiricalis precisely not such (but readerscan soon verify that for themselves);
I could express my astonishmentthat they have not been able to see the theb
retical progression in the articles which they warrant 'primarily polemical',
and give vent to my indignation that they should dare to say that I can only
repeat what I've already wrstten without saying anythingnew; I could ask them
where they get the idea that the notion of status, for example, is contradictory
to that of class (they certainly did not get it from Marxwho recognisedthat the
and I could wax ironic about their view of
slave class was defined £tatutorily);
Marxismas private property-which one 'borrows'(from whom?)-or as riskywhose utilization has such disagreeable'consequences'that one tries to 'escape'
them.
But rather than sticking to the letter of their article or to what concerns me
personally,I prefer to apply myself to the spirit which inspires these criticisms
and which concerIlsthe whole feminist movement.

MarxismMisunderstood:Abusedand Used
Barrettand McIntosh'sarticlerests on a common set of attitudes:
-a religiousattitude to the writingsof Marx,
-an assertion that Marxismconstitutes a whole which one must take or
leave,
-a confusion between the materialistmethod, used for the first time by
Marx, and the analysis of capitalismwhich he made using it; or ratherthe reduction of the fitst to the second,
-a confusion, voluntarily perpetuated,between these two thmgs and the
interpretationwhich 'Marxist'sects make of contemporarysociety,
-and a presentationof this trsple confusion as the whole (to be taken or
left) of 'Marxism',which is in its turn not only presentedas a science, but as THE
SCIENCE, iving all the characteristicsof this pure essence: in particular,
neutralityand universality.
The religious attitude builds Marx into an object of study in himself. 'Marxologsts', as their name indicates, are interested in Marx qtla Marx. They lose
sight of why Marx is important; or rather they invert the order of priorities.
They judge Marxnot in terms of politics, but ratherthey judge politics in terms
of Marx. This talmudic attitude may at first sight seem contradictory to the
liberalinterpretationstaken by the different Marxistsects (in itself no bad thing)
and the fact that their analyses,all supposedly'Marxist',divergeradicallyamong
themselves.But in reality the reverencefor the letter of Marx, the constitution
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of this into the ultimate, quasi-diviIIereference,,the dogmaof infallibility,serves
to construct the autEaoraty with which later sMarxists' whoever they may be,
adornemselves. Recourse to argument from authority which is notable in
Barrettand McIntosh (I am right because Ism a Malxist) is by no means peculiarto them, but that doesn't make it any more excusableo
Marxismis erected as the value of values and is seen as not only above the
stmgglesabut outside them. The ultimate perversion,and one moreoverwhich is
widespread,is that these people then come to judge real oppression, and even
the very existence of oppression, accordingto whether or not it correspondsto
'Marxism,and not Marxismaccordingto whetheror not it is pertinentor not to
real oppressions. This perversion LSnot, of course, a simple diversion of the
intellect, devoid of political meaning. For to stress in a revolt, like a women's
revolution only that which is consistent with their interpretationof Marxism,
allows them eventuaXyto decide that a revolt is invalid or unimportant(4what
mattersis to be a Marxistnot to make a revolution')*
In so far as these two linked attitudes incamate sMarxism'today, it is more
than understandablethat most of the oppressed,includingmost feminists refuse
to call themselves 'Marxists'. Like them, and unlike Barrett and McIntoshsI
stressthose things in M=xism which are consistent with women'srevolt. I won7t
shed one tear for Marxismif it has to be abandonedbecause it is seen to be
useless iIl analysingoppression.This is an essential difference, because it seems
to me that the very meaningof Marxismrestsin its political utility. People who
do not have a specific political interest-who are not part of an oppressedgroup
-have diverted this meaning by making Marxisminto an object in itself. Or
rather, m so doing they have revealedthat they are not-politically engaged.But
what does this mem? Is it even possible?Nothing is outside the field of politics:
one is simply on one side or the other. If they are not on the side of the
oppressed,they are on the other side; and their intellectualapproachshows it.
Indeeds subordinatingpoliticfi validity to theoretical struthsis a typically reactionary procedure (andSadditionally one contrary to the spirit of Marxism)*
Theoretical trllth-whatever theoretical truth it may be-simply does not exist
For where does a theory drawits truth from?In what can it be more or less true
than another theoryf if not in that it senes a class that it is true or false from a
political point of view} from a given position in the dass struge (n the wide
sense)? To what Cabsolutetruth' can one refer to decree a theory 'correct}
without makingreference to the class strugglevI do not know; or rather I know
i1 too well. This absolute trath is what bourgeois science pretends to possess;
and it is this pretention that materialismprecisely deflated, which Marx precisely denounced in saying that all intellectual production is the product of a
real situation and practice Scxnce, capital S} dns not exist} and what does must
be called 'bourgeoisscience.
(like Louis Althusser)rehabilitating
It is therefore strangeto see some CManrsts}
the notion of Science and laying claim to an absolute truth but this time for
Ma*xism.This status is simply not compatiblewith the very theory-Marxismfor which it is claimeds at least in so far as Marxrsmdoes not break with the
approachwhich engenderedit-matersalismXBut it is more than contradictory,it
is disquieting,because the pretention to universality,to the absolute, is precisely
the mark of intellectual products coming from dominant positions. Only
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dominants claim to be above the mAelee,and they must claim so to be since all
their knowledge, their Science} tnes to claim that this mzeloee
does not exist; orin a secondary fashion-to deny the class struggle.From this it would seem that
any claim to universality, in knowledge of no matter what, hides a dominant
perspective(of the dominantgroupin whateverinter-groupantagonismhas to be
established,and variesfrom case to case).
But Barrettand McIntoshpresentas a cnticism the fact that:
it is clearthroughouther work that Delphy's theoreticalposition is closely
related to her political stance7and indeed she has argued that 'each is
is indispensableto the other'
They imply not only that their theoretical position is nof related to their
political position, but further that this would be a good thing: that theory can
be independent of the social and/or political position that one occupies, and
even that it should be. In the article which they cite, 'Pour un feminisme
materialistes( 1976b), I say that theory should not be independentof politics, but
that anyway it cannot be, even should it want to be. In so doing I am only
reaffirmingwhat has been said elsewhere by many other authors, startingwith
Marx,and which is the basis of the materialistapproach:
All knowledge is the product of a historicalsituation, whetherit knows it
or not (Delphy, 1976b).
The idea of a neutral science-of a theory which is not related to a social/
political positionis not in itself a neutral idea; it does not come from an
absence of socio-political position since such an absence is inconceiYableeThe
idea that knowledge does not have a foundation irl the social position of its
producersis, on the contrary, the product of a very precise social position: the
position of dominance But
Whether it (knowledge) knows it (that it is historically rooted) or not
makes a great difference: for if it does not know it, if it pretends to be
neutral,it negates the very history it purportsto explain. It is ideology and
not knowledge(Delphy, 1976b).
Sof when Barrett and McIntoshsee the rooting of a theory in a political position
as a weakness, they reveal at the same time that they adopt a notion of
knowledge and hence of Marxismwhich is not only profoundly anti-Marxist,but
above all profoundly reactionary and hence anti-feminist. Two of the most
senous practicalpolitical implicationsof this situation, which are visible in their
article,are:
-on the one hand it justifies their not revealingthe political position from
whicl}they speak,
-and on the other, it implies that people other than the oppressedtheonsts, scientists-may talk about the oppression. This stance is directly
linked to the reactionarycontent of the political position they are hiding.
VVehave seen that the reification-deificationof Marx senes to construct the
authority from which the imposition of 'Marxist'theses is then argued. This is
simply a way of evadingthe discussion:of dispensing,or thirlkingone is dispensing, with the need to prove the internalcoherence of an argumentby calling on
a principleof authority and it is, justifiably, horrifying to feminists-and others;
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-and it distancesthem from Marxism.
But there are many 'Marxist' theses. They all have, however, one point in
common; all the different parties and schools which call themselves 'MarxistsX
agree to perpetuate, under cover of the authority which their talmudic studies
have conferred on Marx the man, an unpardonableconfusion between the
principles of materialismand the analysis which Marx made of the capitalist
mode of production (and which in tuin they interpret liberally and diversely)
Although inexcusable, this reduction of the former to the latter is today so
widespread that most 'Marxists'-and plenty of others-think that capitalism
'invented' exploitation, and that capitalism is exploitation, and that exploitation is capitalism. Here, again,it is not just a matter of simple serror'or 'ignorance' striking by chance. This 'error' has a political meaning which feminists
have clearly recognized: it makes the antagonismbetween the proletariansand
the capitalists-which is one of the possible forms of exploitation-into the
principal coxlflict wherever it exists, into the model for all oppression, and
finally into the very definition of exploitation. This is evident when 'Marxists'
say:
-either that feminism cannot use Marxism(Diana Adlam ( 1978), in a review of The Main Enemy in Red Rag) 'no concept of relations of production
developed on the 'model' of Marxism. . .includes the necessity of sexual
division';
-or that the exploitation of women does not exist since Marxismis indifferent to sexual division (Mark Cousins (1979) in m/f). Both here confuse
Marxism-the method-with the Marxist analysis of capitalism-one of the
possible applicationsof this method.
The concepts used for the Marxistanalysisof capitalistexploitation (or Capital,
to simplify) cannot actually account for the exploitation of women for the same
reason that they cannot account for the exploitation of serfs, or slaves, or indentured servants,or prisonersin labour camps, or African share-croppers.The
simple reason is that the concepts used to account for exploitation by wagesand it is this which is the subject of Capital-cannot account for the exploitation of the unwaged. But the concepts used in the analysisof capitalismarenot
the whole of Marxistthought. On the contrary,they are themselvesderivedfrom
more generalconcepts. How, otherwise, would Marxhave been able to analyse
non-capitalistmodes of production and exploitation, such as slaveryand feudalism? The concepts of class and exploitation do not come from the siudy of
capitalism;on the contrary, they pre-exist it, permit it, and are at the origin of
the notion of capitalismin its Marxistsense, ie. as a particalarsystem of exploitation. These more generalconcepts-class and exploitation-not only in no way
requirethat sexuai divisions be ignored, but on the contrary are eminently useful in explaining them. And I mean here 'explain' in the strong sense: not just
in describingit, not in de-scnbingonly what happens after the division exists,
but in accountingfor its genesis.
These concepts are the key-concepts of materialismto which I see two foundations. For me, the first foundation of materialismis ttlat it is
a theory of history . . . where this is writtenin termsof the dominationof
social groupsby one another(Delphy 1976b).
Domination has as its ultimate motive exploitation. This postulate explainsand
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is explained by the second foundation: the postulate that the way in which life
is materially produced and reproduced is the base of the organizationof all
societies, hence is fundamentalboth at the individualand the collective level.
Marxismis, by all the evidence, materialist. To this extent it can be used by
feminism. In so far as materialism concerns oppression, and inversely if we
accept that to start from oppression defines among other things a materialist
approach,
a feminist science . . . wants to reach an explanation of the oppression;
to do this it must start with it (and) . . . it will tend inevitably towards a
materialisttheory of history (Delphy, 1976b).
To me this means that materialismis not one possible tool, among others, for
oppressed groups; it is the tool precisely in so far as it is the only theory of
history for which oppressionis the fundamentalreality, the point of departure.
This has been hidden acrossthe years by people who have appropriatedMarxism
and, in so doing, have not only reduced materialism to the analysis of the
capitalist mode of production alone, but in addition have evacuated the very
materialismof this analysis because they have made it one academic analysis
among others and in competition with the others on its 'intellectual merits'
alone. They have thus droppedthe deep meaningwhich propelsMarxistanalysis
and which distinguishes it as an approach far more than its content-the
explanation of and struggleagainstoppression.It is thereforeclear that the nonrecognition of sexual division in the analysis of Capitalin no way prevents the
application of matenalist concepts to the oppression of women. However, this
non recognition poses a problem-not for women, but for the analysis of the
capitalist mode of production. It is in fact not so much a matter of non-recognition as of non-problematization.The analysisMarxmade of wage exploitation
is not, as MarkCousins pretends, indifferent to the division of the sexes, or at
any rate it is not so in the sense that Cousins (and others) understand.They
think that in the analysis of capital the positions described-or the classesconstituted by the analysis (capitalists and workers) can be indifferently occupied
by men ol women. The fact that they are above all occupied by men is seen as
an external factor, and one which removes nothing from the validity of the
analysis.This implies that the latter would be the same if the classes were constituted in equal parts of women and men. But this is false: the analysis of the
capitalist mode of production is indifferent to the sexual division in the sense
that the fact that the positions co?>ldnot be occupied indifferently by men or
women is not even perceived as a problem. Their theory is indifferent to the
problem, certainly, but in the opposite sense: it takes the sexual division as
given, it recognizesit and integratesit, it is basedon it.
Hence a materialist approach cannot be content with adding the materialist
analysis of the oppressionof women to the analysisof the oppressionof workers
made by Marx, and later Marxists.The two cannot be simply added together,
since the first necessarily modifies the second. Feminism necessarily modifies
'Marxism'in severalways:
-first, because it is impossible for it to accept the reduction of Marxism
solely to the analysisof capital,
-second, since the strugglebetween workersand capitalistsis not the only
struggle, this antagonism can no longer be taken as the unique dynamic of
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society,
-and third, because it also modifies the analysis of capital from within.
The recognition of the existence of patriarchy-or, for those who are shocked
by this term, of sexual division(which no one can deny and which for me is one
and the same thing)-makes it apparent that 'the working class' describedby
Marxists and characterisedby them as 'theoretically asexual' is well and truly
sexed, and not only in an empincal and contingent fashion. It is concerned
entirely with only the male part of the working class. All the concepts used by
Marx, and then by the others, take as a structuraland theoretical definition of
the worker's condition the lot of the male worker.Womenworkersare invisible:
they are absent from the analysis of the labour market on the one hand, and
their domestic work and its exploitation is taken as given on the other. Thus not
only the reduction of Marxismto the analysisof capital, but the very content of
this analysis, makes it impossible to apply this Marxismto the oppression of
women. But, still further, taking account of the oppressionof women-which is
what it means to be feminist-makes, or should make, it impossible to accept
this analysiseven as it concernscapital.
Two objectives: the extension of the principlesof Marxism(ie. of materialism)
to the analysis of the oppression of women, and a review of the analysis of
capital from what has been acquiredin feminist analysis,are what should define
a Marxist feminist or feminist Marxistapproach,if the words have a meaning.
But it is the very possibility of such an approachwhich Barrettand McIntoshtry
to deny, or ratherto forbid, by affirmingthat their conception of Marxismis the
only one, and in claiming, in addition, that I would be contradictingmyself if
I were to 'attempt in my use of Marxism'what I say is impossible: 'to abstract
technical concepts from their "reactionary context"y. Noting in passing that
they here qualify Marxismas a 'reactionarycontext', I maintainthat this is true
of all the overalltheories of society or humanity we possess. Generalaccounts of
the world, whether they are anthropological,sociological or psycho-analytic,
take the oppressionof women as given, are unable to explain it, and above all are
unalole to help in overthrowingit. This applies equally to Marxismas Barrett
and McIntoshunderstandit (ie. to the conventionalanalysisof Capital);and that
it would be 'illusory to claim to arrive at different results with the same
conceptual tools' is abundantly proven by the failure of the 'domestic labour
debate'. This is indeed why I do not use this analysisand why I deem that they
should not use it either. BUT this is not true of materialismas a method, and
this is why a feminist materialist approach is not only possible, bllt also
necessary,whateverthey may say.

Polemicand FeministCrilicism
This set of attitudes to Marxism is the basis of the problem in Barrett and
McIntosh's approach, which is why I have dealt with it first, leaving aside
temporarily their polemic . . . on polemic. For polemic is certainly one of the
things at issue in this polemical article. They criticize me for doing something
which they themselves are busy doing. I could, of course, have fallen for it in
makinga reply, and perhapsI should content myself with mentioningthis irony
and let them have the benefit of the doubt: I could accept that they did it
intentionally, to be funny. But I want to profit by the occasion to tackle the
problem in depth and to look at the question of polemic-which is not to say
that I am defendingthem, for there is polemic and polemic.
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Barrettand McIntoshreproachme:
-- for writingpolemicaland not theoreticalarticles,
-for being 'locked in . . . political combat with enemies found within the
women's movementitself', that is of setting myself againstother feminists,
-of hatingMarxism,the proof being my opposition to socialist feminists.
They use polemic in a pejorative sense; at first intellectually pejorative, later
politically pejorative.The intellectual line signifies nothing, as I have said above
as regardsmy articles. But, in a more general manner, it is absurdto oppose
polemic to theory for one very simple reason: no new idea appearsin a void. In
the place where it wants to establish itself there is always already another idea
on the same question, an accepted idea, which it is thereforenecessaryinitially
to demolish. Theoreticianshave always been polemicists; one of the greatest,
Karl Marx, was also one of the most tenacious polemicists of his epoch. It is
present in all his work, even those pieces which are not explicitly polemical,
even those whose title is not Critique of. . . He could not have constructed a
materialist theory of Capital except in opposition to, and after initially
demc)lishing,liberaleconomists'theories about the self-samecapitalism.
Thus on the groundof the facts of intellectualhistory, this opposition-between
polemic and theory-has no meaningat all; but on political groundsit has one,
and it is dangerous.Indeed Barrettand McIntoshexplicitly equate 'polemic' and
'politics' in their article. So what exactly are they aiming at with their
accusation? At convicting me of non-sisterliness,since they say that I find my
enemies within the movement. I would clisputethis at the level of facts and of
principles. On the factual level, I will say, since they force me to make the distinction, that my Cmainenemies' are outside the feminist movement: that I am
concerned with 'feminist' men-like those denounced in 'Nos amis et nous'or women like Annie Leclerc3who refuse to be called feminists.The two articles
(out of ten) where I have criticised individuals by name have as their target
authors who are clearly, without a shadow of doubt, and by their own admission, outside the movement. However, althoukhit has not been my practice
to polemicize within the movement, unlike Barrettand McIntosh, I do not for
all that think that it is illegitimate, and for an obvious reason: the movementis
not an island, feministsare not born by spontaneousgeneration,they do not live
on another planet, they are not outside this society. The ways of thinking
outside the movement are also in the movement. If not it would all be so easy!
If not, why should one of the first slogans of the movement have been 'get rid
of the phallus/man in your head'? To rid ourselves of the dominant way of
thinking is a priority, and a collective task, which requires ffie freedom to
criticize. To deny ourselves this is to prevent ourselves from advancing.It is
more than a sterile attitude: it is dangerous, because, as Juliet Mitchell says
(citing from memory), 'The dangerfrom the outside consists not so much in its
opposition as in its influence'. And as Monique Plaza says in her preface to
'Pouvoir4'phallomorphique'et psychologie de 44laFemme'4',which is a critique
of the way of thinking exemplified by Luce Irigaray,to forbid criticism under
the pretext that it concerns 'the discoursesof feminist women' is tc)individuali%eand moralizea problem when (Plaza, 1977:90):
what interests us in a feminist critique of a discourse is the location of
its social determinants. . .What holds us back. . . is the envelopment of
the author in rules and schemesexternal to her (Plata, 1977:90).
This is even more true when we criticize other feminists.
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In these various quotations I think that the objectives, but also the conditions,
of a feminist cntique are well enough defined. Feminist critiquess, first, and this
may seem tautologous, feminist; which is to say it attacks not an individual,of
course, but a way of thinking;above all it attacks what is not feminist in a way
of thinking, and in doing this it is necessarilyin solidarityeven with the woman
attacked. A feminist critique is always aimed, even within the movement, at the
exterior. Further, a critique, even one made from within the movement, if it
does not aim at the outside but on the contrary comes from the outside (ie.
from externalarguments,theories, or interests)is not feminist.
To dare to reproachme, in a polemic which readersmay judge feminist or not,
they must have overcometheir fear of ridicule;and to overcomefear of ridicule,
like any other fear, you need a pressingmotive. Let us therefore look closer at
their argumentson what is 'within the movement'and on 'Marxism'.
On the one hand my disagreementwith certain socialist feminist positions is
given as necessary and sufficient proof of my 'hostility to Marxism'.Thus
socialist feminists and Marxist feminists are held to incarnate Marxismin the
least of their words. On the other hand, socialist and Marxistfeminist positions
are represented as coming from 'within the movement': socialist/Marxist
feministsthus representfeminism. Now there is a choice:
-either these positions are effectively Marxist, and, since we know
Marxism was not invented by feminists, these positions are not particularly
feminist. As Marxistthey are not either more or less feminist, nor more or less
anti-feministeither, than any other position coming from outside. An attack on
them is not in any case an attack within the movement;
-or these positions are purely feminist and they owe nothing to Marxism,
case I cannot see why an attack on them indicates an hostility to
which
in
Marxism.
In either case, there is no reason not to criticize Marxist positions, nor some
feminist positions; quite the contrary, as mentioned above. And if Barrett and
McIntoshviolently attack the freedom to criticize Mavist positions and feminist
positions, it is precisely in order to arriveat a double censurewhich resultsin a
double validation and a privilegedposition for certaintheoreticians-the Marxist
feminists.
If on the one hand we accept the principle of the authority of 'Marxism'which
they defend, and the corollarythat it must not be attacked;and if we accept the
myth that feminist solidarityprohibits criticism 'within the movement' on the
other, then Marxism validates certain 'feminist' positions, but above all,
inversely, feminism valzdatesMancism. According to Barrett and McIntosh,
Marxistfeminist positions are unattackablebecausethey are 'Marxist':to attack
them is to be 'hostile to Marxism'.But even if one breaksthis taboo and scorns
being taxed wsth 'hostility to Marxism',it then becomes impossibleto be hostile
to Marxismbecause,in the devilishlogic of Banett and McIntosh,the movement
comes forward and covers 'Marxism'with its maternal wing. When Marxism
is defended by Marxistfeminists it becomes 'feminist', and to attack it is quite
frankly to take on one's sisters.
What a marvellous example of a double bind! Here is a move which, if it
succeeds, puts those who call themselves Marxist feminists in a position of
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absolute control over the whole movement, since they will become immune to
all criticism. Happily, such an attempt is condemnel from the start by the
transpalence of the syllogism which it uses. But beyond the naivety of the
intention remains-to control
intellectual proceduresat work the Machialrellian
the whole movement. And to control it in the name of what?
The 'Marxistfeminist' position which they claim to defend does not exist; or
ratherit is unjust to join the epithet of Marxistfeminist to it. I have described
above what a position which could call itself Marxist feminist should be. It
would consist in doing two things which they precisely do not do:
-applying materialismto the oppressionof women, and
-looking again at the analysis of Marx's CapitaZ from an analysis of
patriarchy.
In what then does their position consist? Just the simple juxtaposition of two
political interests: the anti-capitalistinterest and the anti-patriarchalinterest. We
could then ask which women in the movement are not both anti-patriarchaland
anti-capitalist,and therefore why some of us need a particularname? This is
such an important question that I cannot deal with it within the frameworkof
this article. But the simple juxtapositon of these two interests is not enough to
justify the use of term 'Marxist feminist', for such a term denotes a fusion of
the twoXleading to one unified vision applying to all problems. They do not
have such a vision, and they cannot have it, because of their refusal to effect
this fugon and particularlyto do ffie two above-mentionedthings which are the
prior condition for it. Their conception of each of the terms of this juxtap
sition and their conception of Marxismin particular,condemns them to not
being able to come to such a unification. In fact, in their position, when
feminism encounters Marxismit is as a boundary.For them Marxismis equal to
the conventional analysis of capital, but in this analysis the capitalistconflict is
the fundamental dynamic of society. Women, as we have seen,are doubly
excluded from this dynamic; first, because the conventional analysis cannot
account for their oppression,and, further,because this analysisincorporatesthe
oppressionof women as given.
Thus their position-which Barrett and McIntoshassertis the 'Marxistfeminist'
one-has as its logical implication the necessary and inevitablesubordinationof
the oppression and struggleof women to the anti-capitaliststruggle.Is this really
what they want?At this stage-ie. basingmyself solely on what they say and not
taking account of the history of the movement-I can only put forward a
conjecture.
This conjecture denves from the gulf which exists between the anger my work
arouses in them and the reasons they give for it; from the disproportionbetween their objective of totally discreditingmy approach and the arguments
which they invoke against it. The evidence suggests to me that somethingotE2er
than what they say provokes their anger;something they do not say, and it is
this I have searchedfor.

The Two-Pronged Attack on MaterialistFeminism
The fact that they do not dare to indicate their true position, that they never
write down in so many words the theory which they oppose to mine-which is
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nonetheless the reference theory from which they criticize me-already gives
one indication of its nature.It indicatesthat the political premisesand the implications of this theory risk being disagreeableto the Women's LiberationMovement. This suspicionis confirmedby the fact that they use not one but two lines
of argument to reject my materialist ana]ysis of the economic oppression of
women, for remember, it is to this and this alone that I apply myself. I wrote
explicitly; and in my very first article,not only that I did not pretendto explain
all the aspects of the oppression of women, and even more preciselythat all the
aspects attached to sexuality are as important and as material as economic
oppression, but that they were outside the field of my analysis. Thus the
allusions of Barrett and McIntoshto the fact that my theory does not explain
everythingleaves me cold, since it was never my ambition to explain everything.
Whatis curious about the use by Barrettand McIntoshof two separatelines of
argumentagainst my analysis is that these argumentsare not complementary,
but rather logically incompatible with one another. However, they must have
something in common, if only that they are used to the same end, and it is a
good bet that it is what they have in common, and not their specific contents,
that will indicate their real meaning. One is based on the analysis of domestic
work, and thus accepts as legitimate the study of the economic oppression of
women. The other, on the contrary, is based on the rejection of all study of
economic oppression, such an approachbeing called 'economistic'. The logic of
the passagefrom one to the other, if we can manageto disclose it, must constitute the real message-however hidden-of their article.
(1) Domestic work: the economic oppresssonof women
That part of the Barrettand McIntoshcntique which attempts to deal with the
economics of women's oppressionrevealsa total incomprehensionof the type of
approachI myself and others are aimingat. After havingaccepted that the topic
of my work is all domestic work, they seem in the space of one paragraphto
decide that I see only farmers'wives as being exploited, and conclude that since
farmers'wives are only 10%of women in Franceand are even fewer in England,
my analysis is not very relevantto France and not at all to England.Now my
'theoretical edifice' does not 'rest' upon the proportion of such women in the
general female population. I use the example of the work of farmers'wives,
which although producing goods for the market is still unpaid, to prove the
falsity of the theory (still favoured by some Marxist feminists, such as Sue
Himmelweit( 1978)) which says that it is becausedomestic labourproducesonly
'use values' and not 'exchangevalues'that houseworkis not paid. I seek to stress
that wives do productivework for their husbandswithin the labour relationship
of marriage.The tasks they do vary with their husbands'Ileedsand desires.The
actual number of farmers'wives is thereforeimmaterialto the argument.Even if
there was only one of them, and she lived 10,000 miles from the Englishshore,
as long as women in England sfill did ffie washingup, and I have been led to
believe that they do by biased informants, my analysis will have no problemin
crossingthe Channel.
Barrett and McIntosh also reproach me for looking 'at only one half of the
family production, that of the housewife', and for not looking at 'the man's
relation to his subsistence', which would enable me to see that the 'man's
principal productive activity is in the social sphere of wage labour' (Barrett
and McIntosh 1979). Thus it appears from their article that I have not seen
what I never stop shouting from the roof-tops-ie. that men and women have
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different relations of production. But obviously Barrett and McIntosh aim
not to see these differences,since their goal is to try and annul them by speaking
of the 'domestic economy' as a whole, indissolubly constituted of the wife's
work and the man's wage. This is the same as the way in which liberal
economists treat the market economy as constituted indissolublyof the alliance
of capital and labour. The fact that this mutual dependence is not exactly reciprocal and that this allows one of the indissociableelements to dissociate its
interests enough from those of the other element to exploit it, is not something
they want to see.
What does this reconciliation of the couple, this negation of sexual antagonisms
within the 'domestic economy', this refusal to look at its internal functioning,
mean?It meansthey adhere,as they mention in an aside, to the theory proposed
by the English participantsin the domestic labour debate, accordingto which
domestic work serves only to lower the overall level of wages. This means that
the economic exploitation of women not only benefits capitalism,but benefits
only capitalism. In no way can it benefit any man, since far from benefitting
husbands, the domestic work performed by wives is used to exploit their
husbandsfurtherby loweringtheir wages.
Another of their argumentsis to say:
-that my analysis 'offers no distinction between the situation of wives
and that of women in general',
-that it 'offers no account of the categoryof mothers',
-that my use of the term 'patriarchy'is 'ambiguous'because 'at times it
refers to the system by which husbandsappropriatetheir wives'labour, at other
times . . . to the dominationof the father over his family',
-and finally, that my analysis does not say anythingabout women who
'like Christine Delphy herself, ourselves and many other feminists, are not
signatoriesof the maritallabourcontract'(Barrettand McIntosh 1979).
All these criticismsstem either from failure to understandor, I fear, bad faith.
The power of the husband and the power of the father are not opposed; they
are both the power of the head of the household, and that power accounts for
the appropnation of ffie labour of the children as well as of the wife and
unmarried female or male relatives and other dependents of the head of the
household.
The absurdityof which they accuse me-'are we to see childrenand the old and
disabledas exploiters?'-exists only in their heads and becausethey have so little
grasp of ffie concept of appropriation that they are unable to make the
distinction between the person for whom a service is performedand the person
by whom the labourincorporatedin the serviceis appropriated.Clearly,services
applied to children are not appropriatedby them, but by the person who would
have to perform (half of) the work if his wife did not provide the totality, ie.
the husband. Even though I have not dealt explicitly with the unpaidwork performed by unmarriedwomen for their aged parents,for example, the concept of
appropriationdoes give the means to find, or at least indicates the direction in
which to look for, the real beneficiaries.How this concept can account for situations outside of marriageI have shown in my analysisof divorceby demonstrating that the labour of ex-wives continues to be appropriatedby their exhusbandsafter the marriageproperhas been dissolved.
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I have not said that women can 'escape oppression by the simple device' of
avoidingmarriagebecausethe opposite is the case. Why, if I thought that, would
I say that the exploitation of domestic work is the basis of all women's
economic exploitation? If Barrett and McIntosh cannot see how marriage
oppresses them even though they are not married, they have a problemt To
mention only one of the ways in which marriageaffects the situation of all
women, it is obvious that the situation of women-therefore of Barrett and
McIntosh, and myself-on the labour market, the super-exploitation of all
women in wage work, is determinedby the domestic situation of most women
(see V. Beechey 1977) and, more precisely,constitutes an economic pressure
towards marriage(Delphy 1976a). I will not even mention the other penalties
attached to spinsterhood, except to say that, to my mind, the punishment of
spinsterhoodmust have somethingto do with marriage.
They oppose 'mothers' to 'wives' and 'childcare'to 'marnage'.This opposition
is interesting; it certainly is not mine. And their choice in favour of 'mothers'
and 'childcare'is equally interesting. For 'wives' refers, even in the dominant
ideology, to a relation, whereas'mothers'connotes a naturalfact. Marriageis an
znstitutionwhereaschildcareis a task which can be performedin any relationsof
production and which therefore does not say anything about its own conditions
of execution if they are not specified. The choice of these terms indicates the
choice of an ahistorical,technical, asocial approachwhich is wholely confirmed
by the sentence (Barrettand McIntosh 1979 ):
'an analysis of childcare and women's position with regardto the reproduction of the species would lead to an analysis of the role of women in
reproducinglabour power and the forces and relations of capitalist production generally.'(My emphasis.)
Herewe have their theory and all its compoundedfallaciesin a nutshell.
As regardsthe confusion between (a) biological reproduction,(b) reproduction
of labour power and (c) social reproductionin general (a confusion which incidentally is not 'feminist' but has been put forwardby the male French anthropologist Claude Meillassoux,see the excellent critiqueof Felicity Edholm, Olivia
Harris and Kate Young (1977)). But the very basis of that confusion is the
naturalistic approach. We are confronted here with biologism of an amazing
crudeness;but it is not so amazingif one realizesthat it is the hidden premiseof
the whole domestic labour debate-a basis which is revealedin a rathercandid,
and to that extent endearingway by Janet Bujra,writing as late as 1978 (Bujra
1978):
'It is women rather than men who are anchoredin domestic laboursimply
(sic) because of their innate link with biological reproduction'. (My
emphasis.)
One could not be more frankabout it. We are dealingwith the oldest 'theory' of
the social division of labour. It is 'Marxist' if by 'Marxist'one understands
whatever is adopted by 'Marxists'.If by Marxist one understandsmaterialist,
then it is not Marxist.How Barrett and McIntoshcan reconcile this naturalistic
approachwith an analysisin terms of exploitation is a mystery. In their perspective women are exploited because the naturalhandicap of childbirth,plus the
handicap of childcare which is naturally derivedfrom the first, puts them in a
vulnerableposition.
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It is understandableunder these conditions that they misreadmy work and that
they do not see that the answersto their questions are containedin it. The term
'mothers' is unprolzlematicto them. We do not know whether they mean by it
'reproducers'or 'rearers'of children. They do not make the distinction because
to them the term connotes both at one and the same time, and it does so
becauseto them one is derivedfrom the other: women bringup childrenbecause
they have given birth to them. They think that I rally to their position by
conceding that 'analytically the responsibility for childcare may precede
mamage, whereasI say exactly the opposite. I do not say that women who have
children are 'mothers' and therefore liable to be exploited. I say rather that
because their work is appropriatedwomen must raise childrenfor nothing. I do
not say that 'motherhood explainsthe appropriationof women's labour}but on
the contrary that the appropnationof their labour, effected amongother things
through unpaid childcare, constitutes women as mothers.Thus motherhood, far
from being a natural fact giving birth to exploitation, is a social construct
createdby exploitation.
The explanation given by Barrett and McIntosh of women's economic exploitation is that a sexual division of labour based on physiology is exploited by
capitalism. This argument uses two contradictoryconceptual frameworks,one
naturalisticand the other social. The reason for this extraordinarymarriagecan
be found only in the political implications: if capitalism,that is society, takes
over from nature, it is so as to exempt men, to exonerate them from havingany
interest whatsoeverin the economic exploitation of women. As this preoccupation is the only reason to be found for such an eclectic approach,it is easy to
understandthe anger evoked in Barrett and McIntoshby the study of relations
of production inside the home, as such a study can only show that the interests
of men and women are not only dissimilarbut divergent.
(ii) The ideologicalnature of women's oppression
Their second line of argumentis not concerned with the realm of economic
analysis,but tries to underminethe very legitimacyof such a concern.This rejection takes place under the guise of the rehabilitationof the study of ideology; a
rehabilitationwhich is hardly necessaryas nobody, least of all me, has ever cast
any doubt on its importance. This is however how they construe my work
(Barrettand McIntosh1979):
WByrefusing to allow any place whatsoever to ideologyy Delphy...',
sIn the category of idealism Delphy includes any analysis which considers
ideology to be relevantto the oppressionof women?,
'Delphy's analysis, in emphasising the economic aspects of women's
oppression, fails to consider the ideological alld political construction of
women as a category;
'Delphy's analysis... consistently rejects the ideological from consideration',
'Delphy's malysis . . . by zts reJection of the ideological dimensionsof our
oppression. * .' (My emphases.)
Taken at their face value these accusations are astounding. I have of course,
never said, written, or even implied that I consider the study of ideology unimportant or the role of ideology minor, let alone that I think ideology does not
exist at all. Moreover,I have not been content with mentioning its existencevI
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have actually studied it. But it is probably the way I study it rather than any
total neglect of it which is distasteful to my critics, though what it is in my
approach which displeases them so much is not clear. They characterizemy
understandingof ideology as 'mechanistic and discredited', but this does not
excuse them from provingit actually is such, since in fact I have sought to do
precisely what they require:to produce an analysis'which relatesthe ideological
to the economic'.
Barrett and McIntosh themselves, however, throughout most of their article,
seem actually to oppose the economic and the ideological, since to them merely
to study one of these two levels of society constitutes in itself proof of a denial
of the other level(s), as they reveal in their sentence: 'Delphy's analysis, in
emphasizingthe economic aspects of women's oppression, fails to consider the
ideological and political construction of women as a category'. They seem to
imply that the ideological can exist without the economic, or the economic
without the ideological, and moreoverthat where one exists the other cannot be,
as in their phrase: 'a material rather than an ideological basis (my emphasis).
Further, simply to taLkabout the economy is construedby them as denying any
existence whatsoeverto ideology. The conclusion of this is that recognizingthe
existence of ideology is incompatible with recognizing the existence of other
levels of reality, and in particular of the economic. To pose ideology as
important is one thing-nobody would take issue with that. But it is quite
another thing to assert that recognizingthe importance of other levels is tantamount to negating the importance of ideology, because that is tantamount to
putting a total ban on the study of anythingbut ideology.
This ban contradictstheir request that 'the ideological be related to the economic', and most people's very definition of ideology. Barrettand McIntoshoffer
no definition of this word, other than referringto Althusser's:'a material,lived
relation, which has its own determiningpowers'. I have no quarrel with that
definition, also called the materialityof ideology. But in fact it is clear that they
identify ideology in great part with subjectivity-with what is called psychology
-and with reason, moreover, because it is by its internalizationby individuals
that ideology is most effective. It can also be said that it is only at this level that
we can revealideology in its pure form, ie. in the specific form of ideas. But it is
equally clear that their understandingof psychology/ideology differs totally
from mine. But does this authorizethem to deny mine?
The passagewhich shows both the identification which they make between ideb
logy and psychology and their distortion of my position is as follows (Barrett
and McIntosh 1979:104): sDelphy is correct in rejecting this idealism, but not
in attributingit to any analysis which attaches weight to ideologicalprocesses.'
That I do so is thouffit to be 'proved' by my 'ever-increasingand factional
hostility to the Psychoanalyse et Politique group in the French Women's
Movement'.Thus they identify the ideological with the psychological, which is
not false providedideology is not restricted to the latter; but in addition they
totally identify psychology with one of its interpretations:psychoanalysis. I
criticized this latter attitude in 'Pour un feminismematerialiste'(Delphy 1976b)
More specifically, I said there that the blocks which all the many attempts to
reconcile Marxismand psychoanalysishad encountered came from the fact that
their premisesare incompatible,yet these attempts accept (Delphy 1976b):
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'the extravagantclaim of psychoanalysisto be, not a system of interpretation of subjectivity, lout subjectivity itself. I will not accept that objecting to the theory of psychoanalysis is synonymous with disinterest
subjectivity, even though not only the adherents of psychoanalysis but
also the vast majorityof people make this claim'.
All the evidence suggests that Barrett and McIntoshare among the people who
elide subjectivity and psychoanalysis, but unlike the rest they have read, or at
least they say they have read, my article and they know that not only do I not
accept this equations but I think it scandalous.Why then do they attributeit to
me? Why do they equate my criticism of psychoanalysiswith a lack of interest
in subjectivity when, if I criticise psychoanalysis,it is preciselybecausewith its
idealist and naturalistpresuppositionsit stands in the way of a truly materislist
psychology? Why do they not discusstEals?
As to the importance of ideology, I have said of it, against the prevailingideology for which 'what goes on in the head is not objective, but ratheris defined in
opposition to what is objective'; for which 'when somethinghappensinside the
head, nothing has happened';that (Delphy 1976b):
this comes down to saying that 'sexism', the ideological expression of
institutional oppression, the emergent part of patriarchy, constitutes all
the oppression. This is to deny the existence of the institutionalstructure
which causes sexism. It is above all to deny that the psychological structure, which is the relay of the institutional structurein the productionof
'prejudices'and of the said 'sexism' . . . is also just as concrete and objective and exterzor to the action of the individual as the institutional
structure.
It is therefore curious that they set me against the matenality of ideology-as
if I trifled with it-since it is one of the main themes of 'Nos amis et nous'
(I)elphy 1977a). But perhapsit is becausefor me the materialityof ideology does
not mean its solitude. I do not separateit from other materialfactors, as they do
when they plead, for example, for an account of the construction of 'gender
identity' as if such an analysis could give the key to sexual divisionsand the oppression of women. For me, or I should say for us, for in our group there is a
(reconstructed)psychoanalystvthe study of the way in which genderidentity is
acquired cannot take the place of the study of the social constructionof sexual
divisions, albeit it is essential for understandinghow these sexual divisions
function. The acquisition of gender identity cannot, obviously, explain the very
existence of gender,because this must actuallyexist before being acquired.
Barrett and McIntosh seem to prefer to distort my work-to the point of
alteringit-than to engage in discussionon this field. They deny that I defend,
and that I defended before they did, the materiality of ideology, because they
fmd it very uncomfortableto see that for me this does not invalidate,but on the
co;ltrary is complementary to an analysisin institutional and economic terms.
For them, declaringthese processesmaterialgives a determinant,unique place;it
idealist confusion between the process of socialization and the social stracture.
For them, declaringthese processes materialgives them a determinant,unique
place;it gives them the status of a, or even the, matenal base, and so removesthe
other materialbases.
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To say that ideology acts on reality is one thing; but the fact that ideology is
material(ie. can be a cause of certain effects) does not imply that it can be an
aItimate cause, for this in turn implies that ideology is its own cause. To accept
this is to fall back into a theory of culture as totally arbitrazy,which is but one
expression of idealism. Idealismis the theory-in fact little theorized becauseit
is precisely the dominant ldeology-according to which the social structureis
produced by ideas, which are themselves produced by nothing. We find both
these elements in Barrett and McIntosh;the notion that ideology is the determining factor, and the notion that it is a thing apart, of itself. At this point we
can no longer taLkof ideology but only of ideas. 'Ideology', althoughmade up of
'ideas', is not the same concept as 'ideas'. The concept of 'ideology' says
precisely that ideas are the product of the social structure.The notion of the
existence of a materialbase and of its determinlngrole is inherentin the concept
of ideology.
It is easy to demonstrate-and it still appears(amazingly)necessary to do sothat an idealist approachis not tenable. If we have both a materialexploitation
and a devaluingideology pertainingto the exploited, the relation between the
two can go only in one direction. Whereasthe existence of sexist, or racist, or
classist ideology cannot be explained without exploitation, the existence of
exploitation requires the constitution of an exploited population, which in turn
requiresthe creation of a sexist or racist or classistideology. Thus when we find
both a material exploitation and a devaluingideology pertaining to the same
group co-existing,the logical primacyof the first is the inevitableconclusion.
Barrett and McIntosh would not take this conclusion to task as regards
capitalism, or indeed society as a whole. The real underlyinglogic of their plea
for ideology is not that they do not believein the primacyand determinancyof
the material;but, on the contrary,that they believein it so much that they want
to reserve this privileged seat >or capitalism. This goal explains their otherwise
mysterious juxtaposition of an economic argumentabout domestic labour and
then their total rejection of an economic approachlater on.

The Motivationfor the Attack on MaterialistFeminism: The Best
Meansof Defence of Men
It is really interestingto observethe path the left (for it is the left in generaland
not only 'Marxist feminists' that we are dealing with) has followed on the
question of women's oppression.For a long time they refused any legitimacy to
the women's strugglein the name of the supreme and absolute pre-eminenceof
the economic over the superstructural,it being taken for granted that the
oppression of women belonged in the latter sphere and in no way to the first,
which was privately owned by the 'working class'. It seems that they have
radically changed their battleground.Because women have invaded the economic, not in the traditionalLeninist fashion by becoming employed more in the
waged sector or by stressing their super-exploitationas 'workers',but, on the
contrary, by refusing any longer to accept that certain kinds of labour and
certain production-by a strange coincidence theirs-are neither labournor productive. They have redefined the economic in such a way as to include their
exploitation. They say in the same breath that they work and that their work is
exploited. The 'discoveIy'of houseworkcannot be dissociatedfrom the denounciation of its being unpaid. It could not be discoveredfirst as work and then as
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unpaid work, but had to be seen all at once as work and unpaid work, ie. as
exploitation.
The women's movement has forced the political as well as the intellectual world
to recognize that houseworkis work, and exploited work at that. Leftists can no
longer pretend to restrict women's oppression to the superstructural,to 'backward thinking'.As soon as the threat becameinescapablethey resolvedto invade
the discussion of domestic labourin a last attempt to preserveit from feminism.
Not being allowed to say any longer that domestic labour was 'superstructural'
or 'non-existentEthey tried to 'prove'that it benefitted capitalism.The attempt
aborted. Having bored everyone to tears whilst convincing no one, the left
withdrew, and the more honest adherents(like Jean Gardinerat a seminarheld
in the University of Bradford, 1979-on tape) have now admitted that their
thesis did not make sense and that is why they had to abandon it altogether.
Barrett and McIntosh neverthelessmake a half-heartedattempt at pushing this
line (as well as the contradictory 'no economy' line) probably from the viewpoint that 'why not try, we've got nothing to lose. If the "ideology-as-material"
will still go
line doesn't work, maybe the "domestic-labour-as-saving-for-capital"
down with some'.
It is from this perspectivethat we can understandthe blossomingof accusations
of 'economism'. For where do they come from? From the left groups and
parties. Economism is a very precise concept which refers to a very precise
position in the analysis of capitalism.Originallythis accusation was levelled at
the rigidity of Leninistorthodoxy, againstits conception of the pre-eminenceof
the economic pushed to the limit of ignoring all other factors. Today, however,
the left retains only the derogatoryconnotations of this accusation and transports it into the feminist domain. But in the process they have managed to
change the meaning of the word and they now use it to denote any mention of
the economy itself. tIowever, these two words are in no way identical or interchangeable: economism is to economy what biologism is to biology, psychologism to psychology, etc. It is a reduction. To reject reductionism,be it biologism, psychologism or whatever,in no way implies or requiresthe negation of
biology, psychology or economics. However, the left is now shouting 'Economism!' each time it sees the word economic. Whence comes this change, if it is
a change?
In fact it is just a new way of pursuingold aims, for they use the accusationof
economism only as concernsfeminism.We are currentlywitnessinga determined
attempt to ban the study or even the mention of the economic conditions of
women, coming not only from Feminist Review, but also from Red Rag (Diana
Adlam) and m/f (where the male feminist MarkCousinsgoes so far as to pretend
that the word economy simply cannot be used in conjunction with the word
women). By calling any and every analysisthat takes into account the economic
aspect 'economistic', not only do they try to invalidate this approach,but they
try to negate the very existence of an economic aspect to the oppression of
women. In the guise of rehabilitatingother factors which hardly need rehabilitating, they get rid of the economic. For the economic is not simply a thing
which can be explained indifferently by an economic or by a non-economic
approachand still stay the same thing.
A simple example can show this. To approachthe role of women from an econo-
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mic angle is to see housework as work, and, converselySto see housework as
work is to take an economic anglewWhen approachedfrom another angle, for
example that of role-playing,houseworkis no longer work, nor was it before the
womens movement;it is a hobby, a vocation, a proof of love, a charactertrait,
in brief anythingand everythingexcept workw
The problem is that we cannot at the same time reject the economic approach
and keep the economic fact, for there are no such things as facts in themselves.
We know it well since the saIneactual event-a woman doing the washingup-is
not the same fact for that woman and for her husband, nor for a feminist
woman and for a non-feministwoman. And it is because'facts' do not exist but
only mental constructs, that ideology itself does not exist as ideoZogy.Barrett
alld McIntosh never define ideology with the result that the concept about
which they taLkso much alwaysremainsabstract.This is understalldablebut unfortunate since they talk of it as if it were something which exists, which is
there for us to take and discussand fight.
But this is false: ideology does not exist before the fight. Whatexist are ideas.
Ideology obviously does not present itself as ideology: it appears as an exact
reflection, as the only possible reflection of the world; as the world, in short,
like all representations. Ideology is only all those representations which we
denounce as false; it is not there before our denunciataon.And the denunciation
must itself be based on another representation on anotherinterpretationof the
world. To construct this we must actually study reality. This is why it is doubly
absurdto oppose the study of things and the study of ideology. Not only do the
two go hand in hand, but it is the study of reality which in a sense makesup the
ideology we are then going to work on: to transformso 3 to make accepted
interpretationsof facts appearas ideology. It is easy to say now that the optnion
that women who are at home all day 'do nothing'is Cideological',but who knew
it ten years ago? Without those who showed that housework was work, where
would those who now taLkof the 'ideology of domestic work' be?
The left does not dreamfor one minute of invalidatingthe economic perspective
as regardsthe classic social classes.It would cost them dearlyso to do, since it is
this perspective precisely which constructs classes as classes Classesare classes
only for the revolutionary:only for those who thirskthat some people exploit
others. To the capltalist,in whose eyes exploitation does not exist, classesin the
Marxistsense do not exist either.
What bothers the left is when women apply to their own situation a materialist
allalysis; when they reject the ideology which says that they are naturally
inferior or the victims of a culture which happens, unhappily but mysteriously
(ie. without any materialbenefits for anyone), to be sexist. But women are now
saying 'there is no mystery: we are oppressedbecausewe are exploited. Whatwe
go through makes life easier for others'. And the left is afraid that women will
call a spade a spade, the economic economic, and their own sufferings
exploitation.
The strategy is therefore still the same: women and their oppressionare sent
back to the superstructuraland attributedto patriarchal'ideology', whilst proletarlans are the sole occupants of the economic realm. The left now says iat
the economy is no longer-'Bah, rubbishs-the determininginstance, and yet at
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the same time they fiercely oppose the entry of women into it (their theoretical
entry, that is, for concretely women have neverleft the economy). The economy
remains the mainspringof the class struggle,and the class struggleremainsfor
the left the struggle.Dismissingwomen to the superstructuraltherefore means
the same old thing as ever: that the women's struggleis secondary.
But there is a contradiction in this approach, for if the left maintains that
women are oppressedin the last resort by capital, why is the idea that women
are exploited so threateningto them? If w-omenas housewivesare exploited by
capital, just like other workers (and some Marxistsdo maintain this), all the
better. Women as housewives have just as much at stake as proletarians in
the overthrow of capital. Three cheers, there is another revolutionarymass to
mobilize. Why then is the left in fact so scared of women exploring their economic exploitation? Why do they do everything in their power to make it
appear that women's oppressionis restncted to the superstructural,to 'ideological factors'? What is the logic underlying the way in which Barrett and
McIntoshslide from one line of argumentto another?Why tolerate this contradiction between the analysis of domestic labour as a benefit for employersand
the denial of the importanceof this very economic exploitation?
It is because in both cases the oppressionof women is linked to capitalism.The
contradictionbetween the argumentsinvoked does not matter because they have
the same end; and this end explains the permanent oscillaticn of the left
between different theses on domestic exploitation. It is always trying to deny
the exploitation because recognizing it requires overcoming the hurdle of
explaining how it is due only to capital and in no way benefits its immediate
beneficiaries (who are only 'apparent' beneficiaries). We have seen that the
attempt to jump this obstacle-the domestic labour debate-has largely fallen
down, the victim of 'appearances'.This hold-up explains why there is now a
return to the ideological thesis, this time revampedwith a theory of the total
autonomy of ideology which is scarcely Marxist-but, no matter, the other
wasn't either.
To treat ideology as totally autonomous in the face of a materialexploitation
one must
-either purely and simply deny this materiallevel,
-or adopt an idealist approach;
and this is what has happened. If the oppression of women is caused by
capitalism,it is by the subterfugeof the 'sexist' ideology which capital produces
(why?) and economic exploitation is thus once again explained by ideology.
Now this is a difficult position for 'Marxists'to hold, which is why they always
try-as Barrett and McIntosh do-to minimize the economic exploitation so as
not to make the inevitable idealism of their position too visible. However,it is
equally difficult (read impossible)nowadaysto deny the existence of the economic exploitation of women: domestic work is here to stay. So the left finds itself
in the uncomfortable position of presentingin relation to women (and only in
relation to women obviously, since it is contrary to the very principleswhich
constitute it) an idealist analysis. This divides its political approachto the point
of schizophrenia;'generally'materialist(ie. as regardscapitalist exploitation) it
Elndsitself on the intellectual terrainof the right as regardspatriarchalexploitation. How is this possible and how is it to be explasned?
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In my opinion very simply; if the left refuses a materialistanalysisit is because
this risks leading to the conclusion that it is men who benefit from patriarchal
exploitation, and not capital. What better confirmation of this could there be
than their resistance-so theoretically inexplicable-to materialistanalysis, their
insistence on abandoningwhat is held to be their specific theory, when it comes
to women? Does this not show that they know what would be the outcome of
a materialist analysis? I suggest it is for this reason that they have set up a
barragein front of this question for the last ten years (Silveira, 1975):
The first question a feminist must ask of Marxism,and we should refuse
to discuss any other issue until we get an adequate answer is, what are
women's relationsto the means of production?'
This purpose-the exemption of men from all responsibilityfor the oppression
of women-is the real messageshowever hiddenl of the article by Barrettsnd
Mclntosh. The only reason for the anger which pushes them to consecrate an
entire article to the demolition of my work is that the latter affirmsthat men are
the class which oppressesand exploits women. While the refusal to accept this
thesis is comprehensibleon the part of men, hence of the left (which, in so far
as it resembles other political formationsand all the institutions of our societiess
is domillated-it is too feeble a word-by men), this refusal requires some
explanationwhen it comes from women.
For a long tzme the socialist feminist current has represented within the
Women's Liberation Movement an expression of a tendency to protect our
enemies. This is, however, a tendency which is not restricted to socialist
feminism, and which is also not true of the whole of ffiis current. In France
women in the Communist Party, for example, now affirm ('Elles Voient
Rouges', May 1979):
the existence of patriarchyas power of men over women. . . (as) power
structured ideologically and econoniically . . . (which) determines an
oppression (having as its) end the maintenance of the appropriationof
women by men. It is supportedby an economic exploitation based on the
unpaiddomestic work of women/wives.
And in Bntain, the USA and everywhereelse there are many socialist feminists
who have refused for a long time to accept the crazy idea that: 'patriarchyis the
ideological expression of the exploitation of male workers'.Fortunately, more
and more feministsare becomingconvinced of the obvious;that patriarchalideb
logy is connected to patriarchalexploitation, and that there are (at least) two
systems of oppression,each with its own materialbase.
Why should it be otherwise?Why has it been offierwise?The line put forwardby
Barrett and McIntoshas 'Marxistfeminist' is neither Marxistnor feminist;and if
it handicaps the anti-patriarchalstruggle, it does not serve the anti-capitalist
Elghtfor a11that. The refusal to incriminateInen is not however peculiarto the
socialist feminist tendency. This refusal can take other forms within the movement (and outside it takes the obvious form of rejechng the whole movement).
It has simply found in the socialist feminist tendency an expressionwhich is
more elaborate and hence more satisfying in so far as it does not rest on simple
negation; or rather that it masks this negation by presenting a replacement
enemy: capitalism.
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But this refusal is also expressed in currentssuch as that of neo-femininity,for
to base the domination of men on their physiology has as its political implication-since this physiology is unchangeable by definition-a refusal to, or
rathera sense of the impossibility, the uselessnessof, politically confrontingmen
as a class. We could stop here A refusal to confront the oppressor group, a
search for ways out before we come eyeball to eyeball, when the outcome is
uncertain and when enormous collective and personal costs and sacrifice are
involved here and now, is understandable enough not to need an ulterior
explanation.
However,it would be a pity to stop our search for the reasons for not incriminating men here. I have already analysed in 'Nos amis et nous' (Delphy 1977)
how the explanation of the oppressionof women by an ideology necessary to
capitalism implies a double mediation of the oppressionof women by that of
men, and thus revealsa feeling of unworthinesson the part of women. We feel
that we ourselvesare unworthy of being directly oppressed, of being oppressed
in some way for ourselves.We feel that it is-it must be-men who are oppressed
through us. But there is even more to the theories which make the oppression
of women the secondaryconsequence of antagonismsbetween men than this.
There is also the incapacity to conceive of social antagonismsas existing other
than between men. This is the corollary of, but not the same as, the incapacity
to conceive of women as a group as protagonistsin a fight-hence as equalsin a
sense to their adversaries.Finally, there is the incapacity to conceive of women
as social beings, and in the last resort as human beings. The refusal to consider
women as a class and to consider men as the antagonistic class relates back
finally to its 'unthinkability'. If we dig a bit at these unthinkables we will
notice that they themselves relate back to the set of confused representations
which turn around the belief that there must necessarilybe close and permanent
relations between most females and most males at all times. This makesa structural conflict 'dysfunctional', hence unthinkable. But it might be said that this
is a question of reality, not of a 'belief'. But this 'reality', or this 'belief'-the
belief that such is reality-is not only ideological, but is the very heart of the
ideology (ie. of the representationof the world which supports the patriarchal
system).4 There obviously also, there above all, the ideology does not appearas
ideology but as the reasonablepresentationof reality, as reality itself.
The study of the cosmology which informs both patriarchalideology and the
refusal to consider the antagonism of the sexes as a social product-the representation of the world which includes much more than the representationof the
present-day relations between the sexes-will be exciting. It is the dominant
ideology, of course, but precisely for that reason it has still to be discovered.
Because it has never been contested, because it has always been, and remains
just the way we see things, of the order of obvious, it has always been exempted,
as are all obvious things, from declaringitself, from makingitself explicit, from
justifying itself.
But this is for another article; and since the struggle against ideology which
oppresses us all is and must be a struggleundertakenin solidarity, rather than
impute replies to Barrett and McIntosh, I would prefer to open the debate by
asking them, now that we have done a tour of the Marxistpretexts, to put forward the view of the world (in particularof the relation between the existence
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ofthe sexes, the genders,society and the species) which informs their refusalto
considermen as a class as oppressors.

Notes
1 'L'EnnemiPnncipal' by Christine Delphy, which first appearedin Partisans
No 54-5S 1970 was translatedinto Englishand sold in mimeo at the National
Women'sLiberationMovementConferencein Edinburghin June, 1974. After
having been refused by New Left Review on the grounds that they 'had
already dealt with the domestic labour debate', it was publishedin pamphlet
form by the Women's Research and Resources Centre in 1977 (translator's
note).
seminarin
2 Incidentally,MaxineMolyneux also presentedto the Anglo-Eirench
refer. It is
McIntosh
and
Barrett
which
to
paper
the
1975 an early version of
now publishedin New Left Reriew, althoughit was not at the time they published their article,and does not refute my work in the way they imply.
3 Annie Leclerc is the author of Parole de Femme, 1974, criticized in Delphy
1975.
4 I think that this will be the next great debate in the movement and that it
will be found that the last ideological bulwarkswhich impede us, and which
thus constitute the stronghold of patnarchal ideology, are also the bases of
heterosexual ideology. This debate will therefore be of the very greatest
importance because it will signify both the breakingof the last ideological
barrierand the way out of the tunnel on the guestion of the relationship
between lesbianismand feminism.
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becausethe policies on which the paper was founded have found a real
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*for revolutionaryunity, against the sectarianismwhich has affected
socialistsfor too long.
*for a broad, united class-struggleopposition to lead the fightback
against the attacks of British bosses and the betrayalsof the reformist
leaders.
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Barnett,Fay Weldon,ErnestMandel,Eric Heffer, (MP), GarethStedman
Jones, and many others.
SocialistChallengehas made an importantcontributionto the socialist
cause. We are sure that many people will not agree with all the paper's
policies,but neverthelesswillwantto ensurea paperlike SocialistChallenge
continuesto appear,and indeed, is in a position to expand.
Hundredsof readershave indicatedthey sharethis assessmentby taking
out a subscription.Why don't you?
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International:£16.50 airmail;£10 surface.
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